Queens Public Library Invites You to

Imagine Your Story

Reading can help you discover worlds of possibility. Take a journey through an adventure in which you could be the hero!

QueensLibrary.org

BOOKLISTS
FOR
GRADES K–5

QueensLibrary.org
Grades K-1

Fly Guy Presents Castles (Series: Fly Guy Presents) by Tedd Arnold

How Chipmunk Got His Stripes: A Tale of Bragging and Teasing by Joseph Bruchac, James Bruchac, Jose Arueño (illus.), and Ariane Dewey (illus.)

Sparkly New Friends Spanish by Heather Ayris Burnell and Hazel Quintanilla (illus.)

Two of Everything: A Chinese Folk Tale by Lily Toy Hong

Tunjur! Tunjur! Tunjur! A Palestinian Folktale by Margaret Read MacDonald, Ibrahim Muhawi, Sharif Kananah, and Alik Arzoumanian (illus.)

Just In Case: A Trickster Tale and Spanish Alphabet Book by Yuyi Morales

Knight Owls by Eric Seltzer and Tom Disbury (illus.)

Good Night, Good Knight by Shelley Moore Thomas and Jennifer Plecas (illus.)

Grades 2-3

The First Adventures of Spider: A West African Folktale by Joyce Cooper Ankhurst and Jerry Pinkney (illus.)

Our Principal Is a Wolf! by Stephanie Calmenson and Aaron Blecha (illus.)

Moldylocks and the Three Beards (Series: Princess Pink and the Land of Fake-Believe) by Noah Z. Jones

Mythical Beasts by Andrea Mills

A Friend for Dragon (Series: Dragon) Spanish by Dav Pilkey

Grades 4-5

The Jumbies by Tracey Baptiste

The Fairy-Tale Detectives (Series: Sisters Grimm) by Michael Buckley and Peter Ferguson (illus.)

The Storm Runner by J.C. Cervantes

Hereville: How Mirka Got Her Sword by Barry Deutsch and Jake Richmond (colorist)

Know-It-All: Greek Mythology (Series: Weird but True!) by Sarah Wassner Flynn and Chip Wass (illus.)

Mummies, Myths, and Mysteries (Series: My Weird School Fast Facts) by Dan Gutman and Jim Paillout (illus.)

Dragon Slayer: Folktales From Latin America by Jaime Hernandez

Princess Princess: Ever After by Katie O’Neill

Big Foot and Little Foot (Series: Big Foot and Little Foot) by Ellen Potter and Felicita Sala (illus.)

The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs by Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith (illus.)

Rise of the Earth Dragon (Series: Dragon Masters) by Tracey West

eBook available

eAudiobook available